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notes on dreams ••• 
•one cannot afford to be naive in dealing 
with dreams. they originate in a spirit that 
is not quite human, but is rather a breath of 
nature--a spirit of the beautiful and generous 
as well of the cruel goddess." 
--carl jung 
"at best, dreaming presents us with the 
things we do not want to think about, the 
things which stand in the way of praetical liv-
in[. 
--susanne k. langer 
"art," defines susanne langer, " is the 
expresd on of feeling." no artist expresses 
his feelings of life and existance more openly 
and unashamedly than august strindberg. per-
meating all of strindberg's work is the com-
pulsive need to seek through his drama the key 
to open the 'clover-leaf door' and thereby 
unite the contradictions and resolve the in-
consistancies of life. in "dream play," this 
tortured, anguished search for help in coping 
with the pain of existance reaches its zenith. 
strindberg chose the loose, vague, seemingly 
incoherent structure of dreams for his play 
because he believed man incapable of looking 
directly at the crimes and guilt and suffering 
of life; he believed man incapable of finding 
in his everyday life any meaningful answers to 
his own existance. the depth of feeling and 
the magnificence of expression, however, give 
this play a taut, consistant direction and 
focus. as dream researcher calvin hall says, 
"the meaning of a dream will not be found in 
some theory about dreamsJ it is right there in 
the dream itself," to which strindberg might 
have added, "yes, and in the life of the 
dreamer as well." 
--grant mckernie 
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